
Mobile, adjustable and self contained 
workstations designed to enhance lab 
productivity. Push a button and the work 
surface adjusts to meet the height de-
mands of individual users and equip-
ment. Add plumbing, shelving and 
accessories to meet your specific re-
quirements.  You can easily reconfigure 
lab layouts as needs change; simply 
move it where you need it when you 
need to.

Highly Adaptable - Can be conveniently integrated 
into existing work spaces or located as a self 
supporting workstation.

Integrated Services - Plumbing, electrical and data 
services are factory installed and designed to quick 
connect to any of Mott’s overhead service carriers. 

Upper Storage - Optional fixed shelves 
mount between the uprights to optimize 
vertical space and allow for maximum 
utilization of valuable work surface space. 

Removable End Panels - Designed for 
rugged durability, these panels provide an 
inspection point for connections, shut-offs 
and service lines. Access for modifications 
is quick and easy.

Service Accessibility - Hinged panel is 
easily accessed for convenient service 
maintenance.

Flexible Solutions - Easily connects to 
overhead service carriers as needed and 
moved out of the way when finished. 

Configurations - Available in single 
sided and double sided assemblies in 
various widths. 

Accessories - Optima™  Workstations 
can be configured with many  acces-
sories such as keyboard trays, monitor 
arms, and shelf task lights to suit your 
needs.

Adjustable Work Surface - Electro-
hydraulic  height adjustable table 
frame with motor has the flexibil-
ity to be raised or lowered from 
30” to 36” at the push of a but-
ton to accommodate the require-
ments of individual users, differ-
ent procedures or equipment.

Plumbing Services - Pre-plumbed 
service fixtures are a standard 
option to supply the necessary 
utilities and are  easily accessible 
while keeping the work surface 
open.

Effortless Mobility - Swivel cast-
ers have an adjustment knob that 
lowers the pad and raises the 
wheel off the ground to prevent 
rolling. Perfect for applications 
where work demands stability 
and a level work surface.
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